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ABSTRACT

According to this, many techniques have recently been
designed to increase the robustness of the attacked models
to these adversarial inputs [2]. One of the main approaches
is based on the so-called adversarial training which consist
of generating on the fly and including in the training phase a
group of adversarial examples starting from the training set itself [3]. So doing, the model is also trained to learn these misleading samples, and consequently, the perturbation needed
to fool the neural network is stronger and easily detectable.
However, this kind of strategy is not exhaustive because it
cannot take into account of all the possible types of attacks,
and in any case, a new training phase would be necessary to
add new-born attack procedures. Other solutions have been
envisaged. In [4], the authors proposed to improve the trained
model by resorting at a smoothing operation (named distillation) along the gradient directions around training points an
attacker would exploit. Different kinds of defense are based
on image processing [5]: they try to remove the adversarial
perturbation imposed on the image by means of color depth
reduction or median filtering. Anyway, they seem to be effective against specific attacks and are not always applicable.
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Neural networks are now used in many sectors of our daily
life thanks to efficient solutions such instruments provide for
diverse tasks. Leaving to artificial intelligence the chance to
make choices on behalf of humans inevitably exposes these
tools to be fraudulently attacked. In fact, adversarial examples, intentionally crafted to fool a neural network, can dangerously induce a misclassification though appearing innocuous for a human observer. On such a basis, this paper focuses on the problem of image classification and proposes an
analysis to better insight what happens inside a convolutional
neural network (CNN) when it evaluates an adversarial example. In particular, the activations of the internal network
layers have been analyzed and exploited to design possible
countermeasures to reduce CNN vulnerability. Experimental
results confirm that layer activations can be adopted to detect
adversarial inputs.

can drastically induce a misclassification though appearing
perceptually similar to the original version for a human eye.

Index Terms— Adversarial images, neural networks,
layer activations, adversarial detection.
1. INTRODUCTION

D

Deep neural networks are more and more pervading many
sectors of our daily life due to the fact that such instruments
provide highly efficient solutions for different tasks like automotive, computer vision, information management, and so
on. Notwithstanding that, leaving to artificial intelligence
(AI) the chance to solve problems and/or to make choices on
behalf of humans inevitably exposes such tools to the risk to
be maliciously attacked in order to mislead their final decisions. In fact, it has been shown in literature [1] that adversarial examples, intentionally crafted to fool a neural network,
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Another diverse approach consists in detecting adversarial inputs and consequently providing a reliability score
or validating each decision taken by the neural network.
Many strategies have been proposed based on detector subnetworks [6, 7], statistical tests [8, 9], or perturbation removal
[10], but results achieved so far are not so satisfactory in terms
of robustness [11]. Supported by the relevance of intermediate representations proved by many works [12, 13, 14],
the use of internal representations learned by the network to
solve the problem of adversarial detection has been explored
in various papers [7, 15, 16, 17, 18].
On such a basis, the present paper focuses on the problem
of image classification in an open-set scenario and proposes
an analysis to better understand what really happens inside
a convolutional neural network (CNN) when is asked to decide on adversarial examples. In particular, the activations
of the internal layers composing the network have been analyzed by comparing their behavior and, above all, their evo-

lution throughout the layers in presence of adversarial inputs
with respect to genuine ones. After that, differences emerged
between the two cases have been encoded and exploited to
design possible countermeasures to reliably detect adversarial examples, thus reducing CNN vulnerability. Experimental tests have been carried out on diverse kinds of adversarial crafting algorithms with the assumption that the technique
used to create a fake sample is not known to the classifier as
it usually happens in practice. Achieved results confirm that
layer activations can explain the behavior of the CNN in presence of an adversarial example and that such knowledge can
be used for detection of these fake inputs.
The rest of the paper is organized as it follows: Section
2 presents the rationale and introduces the activations space,
while Section 3 is dedicated to the experimental verification;
in particular, Section 3.1 describes the results which experimentally confirm the theoretical hypotheses, and Section 3.2
proposes some possible countermeasures to adversarial examples. Finally Section 4 draws conclusions.
2. EXPLOITING THE ACTIVATIONS SPACE
2.1. The basic idea
Let us try to understand what it happens in the internal layers
of a CNN when an adversarial image IA is passed as input
(see Figure 1). What determines that such an image is in the
end wrongly classified as belonging to the class CA ? Being
perceptively indistinguishable with respect to the same original image IO , why is it not identified within the class CO as
expected? The first consideration to be made is that these two
“similar” samples should presumably follow two diverging
paths flowing through the network and, consequently, generate different layer activations yielding to diverse output decisions. The idea is to find if and where the paths diverge in

moreover, we would try to exploit this knowledge in order to
design a detection procedure to make an assessment on the
reliability of the classification done by the CNN.
2.2. The activations space
According to the previous considerations, the layer-by-layer
activations have been taken into account to try to highlight
this diverse behavior of the neural network. Given a certain
image I and being ∆ : I → {1, . . . , C} a CNN image classifier made up of L layers where C is the number of the output classes, we indicate with al ∈ RNl the Nl -dimensional
activation vector of the l-th layer with l = 1, . . . , L. Such
activation vectors al can be extracted from every layer of the
neural network for each input test image (adversarial or pristine) but they are useless if they are not compared with a sort
of reference that permits to evidence the possible presence of
an anomaly.
To do this, we assume to have at disposal the training set
ST rain , used to train the network, and, in particular, all the
activations of the images to construct class reference points
for every layer l (see sub-section 2.3 for details). This is not
a strong assumption because it can be performed during the
training phase and, above all, it can be done once for all and
stored. It is plausible to imagine that images belonging to the
class c ∈ C should manifest a certain level of homogeneity in
their evolutions through the layers of the network and could
well model the class itself by means of a representative.
So, basically, the idea is to get a comparison, in the feature distance space layer-by-layer, between the representation
of the to-be-tested image which is classified by the CNN in
a certain class Cout ∈ C (wrongly or rightly) and the representative, according to the images of the training set, for that
class Cout . Dissimilarities should reveal that the test image is
an adversarial example.
2.3. Class representatives and dissimilarity measures
On the basis of the previous sub-section, we have defined the
class representative Rc (c = 1, . . . , C) as indicated in Equation (1) where the medoid is computed:
Rcl = argmin
y∈ak
l

Fig. 1. CNN decisions: original and adversarial cases.
the neural network. Specifically, there should be an evolution, throughout the layers, that induces a wrong final choice;

Kc
X

d(y, akl )

(1)

k=1

where d(·) indicates the L2 metric, akl is the activation of the
k-th image at layer l and Kc states for the cardinality of the
class c. Obviously, other representatives could be chosen but
it is out of the topic of this work to investigate diverse solutions. According to this, Rc = [Rc1 , Rc2 , . . . , RcL ] will be the
representative of class c being Nl the dimension of Rcl at each
layer (generally such a dimension is different layer by layer).
All the Rc can be seen as a sort of layer-level reference
map in the activations space that can be used to make a comparison with the corresponding position assumed by a test im-

age at that specific layer. Therefore, given an image Itest belonging to the test set ST est , its representation at each layer
l can be matched, in terms of distance (e.g. L2 norm), with
all the C representatives, leading to the construction of a new
feature FItest in the distance space whose dimension is L×C.
Such a feature FItest will be used as dissimilarity evidence to
determine if the image under analysis has been classified reliably by the CNN and, consequently, if it can be labeled as
an adversarial example or not. It is expected that original images, correctly classified by the network, should follow a path
much more similar to that of the representative of their output
class than adversarial ones which malevolently fall in there.
3. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
This section presents some of the experimental tests that have
been carried out in order both to validate the theoretical assumptions (see sub-section 3.1) and to demonstrate that the
internal behavior of a neural network, in terms of layer activations, can be exploited to detect adversarial examples (see
sub-section 3.2).
For the verification of our hypotheses, we have taken into
account the configuration proposed in the context of the NIPS
2017 Adversarial Defenses Kaggle Competition [19] where
the network, named InceptionV3, was used as baseline. Such
a network was trained on a training set of over one million images that have been classified against the ILSVRC2014 [20]
wordnet subset comprising 1000 synsets (more than 1000 images for each synset).
For what concerns adversarial images, we have used the
DEV image set again provided within the Kaggle competition;
the test set consists in fact of 5000 images (they are not part
of ImageNet dataset) subdivided into 5 groups, each of 1000
images, and is mapped on the same ILSVRC2014 wordnet
subset. One group is composed of the original images and the
other four contain the attacked versions obtained by applying
FGSM technique [1] with  = 16 choosing a random target
class, by just adding a random gaussian noise ([−16, +16])
and the last two groups by using again FGSM, firstly with
a target class and secondly by iterating the attack with  =
1 for 20 iterations [21]. For each image, we collect the 12
activations tensors (so L = 12 in this case) corresponding to
the output of the logical blocks (Inception block) comprising
the InceptionV3 network. Each activation consist of multiple
feature maps from which we extract a compact feature vector
by applying a global spatial average pooling operation.
3.1. Theoretical assumption verification
In this sub-section, some of the experimental results carried
out to validate the theoretical assumptions made before are
presented. To this purpose, in Figure 2, a visualization of the
activations at different layers are depicted. In particular, being
the dimension Nl different at each layer and in order to plot a

bidimensional representation perceptively and intuitively significant, we have resorted at the t-SNE algorithm [22].
Figure 2 provides a straight-forward way to comprehend
what happens in the activations space when an adversarial
and genuine image are observed. In this case, we have taken
for exemplification the test images I1342 and I1617 (original)
which belong to the class 138 (water hen) and 973 (cliff ) respectively, and the image I4617 (adversarial) which originally
belongs to the class 973 (cliff ) but being an adversarial example, it is instead classified by the CNN within the class 910
(wok). By looking at Figure 2 (top-left), it can be seen that
the points representing the images of the training set at layer
1 (only 200 images per class are plotted for sake of clarity)
are not yet well clustered and that the original and adversarial
samples are visible within the cloud of points.
Going ahead through the layers, it can be observed (see
Figure2 top-right and bottom-left for layer 7 and 8 respectively) that the image activations tend to group according to
their membership class: class 138 (water hen, red cloud),
class 973 (cliff, blue cloud) and class 910 (wok, green cloud).
It is very interesting to notice that all the images still belong
to their correct cluster: the adversarial example I4617 is still
close to I1617 and to its blue cloud (cliff ) but in Figure 2
bottom-right, at layer 12, it is definitely appreciable that the
attack has fooled the CNN and the adversarial image I4617
now is near to the “wrong” class identified by the green cloud
(class 910, wok) while the original ones remains within the
red cloud of class 138 (water hen) and 973 (cliff ) as expected.
Though with different evidence and at diverse layers of
the neural network, such a behavior has been pointed out for
all the 5000 image of the test set and this seems to fully verify
what has previously been hypothesized.
3.2. Adversarial examples detection
In this sub-section, we have tried to exploit what has been observed in terms of layer activations in order to design some
possible features and to demonstrate that they can be useful
to detect adversarial examples. To do this, as explained in
sub-section 2.3, we have computed the medoids as class representatives for each layer and measured the L2 distance of
every test image from each of them. This leads to a 1000dimensional vector (being 1000 all the C classes) that evolves
throughout the L = 12 layers (a 1000-dimensional sequence
of length 12). According to this, we have then used an LSTM
(Long Short-Term Memory) network, which usually well performs in sequence processing, to decide whether the input sequence originates from an authentic or adversarial image; the
network has been tested by subdividing the image set in training set (80%), validation set (10%) and testing set (10%), and
by resorting at a K-folding procedure (K = 5). LSTM has a
hidden state size of 100 and the last one is fed to a fully connected layer with one output followed by a sigmoid activation.
Training is done with Adam optimizer for 100 epochs with a

Fig. 2. t-SNE representation of CNN layer activations: I1342 (yellow circle) and I1617 (cyan square) are original images while
I4617 (black rhombus) is the adversarial example.
the-art approach [16] based on k-NearestNeighbors only applied on a single layer (red line): a value of 90.4% is achieved
in terms of AUC with respect to 83.2%.
This permits to comprehend that the space of internal
layer activations can be adopted to extract information regarding the reliability of CNN choices.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 3. ROC curves (positive = adversarial): LSTM-based
detection (green line) and the method in [16] (red line).

batch size of 100. In Figure 3, the average ROC curve (positive means adversarial) obtained with this approach (green
line) is just presented for comparison with another state-of-

This work has presented an analysis to better insight what it
happens when an adversarial input is provided to a network
trained for image classification. In particular, some theoretical assumptions have been formulated and then experimentally verified by resorting at the activations of the internal layers of a CNN. Finally, it has been demonstrated that such activations can be used to construct some distinctive features
to implement a detector for adversarial identification. Future
works will be dedicated both to better exploit the potentiality
of the activation space and to design more efficient detection
solutions.
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